90FM to remain in student hands
Chancellor rejects Public Radio proposal

By Pamela Kersten

A proposal made by Wiscons­in Public Radio in February to broadcast their programs from UW Stevens Point's radio station WWSP-90FM was rejected last week by a com­mittee formed by Chancellor Keith Sanders.

The committee consisting of faculty and students determined the proposal "would not be beneficial to 90FM," accord­ing to Dan Seeger, committee member and station manager of 90FM.

In a letter of response to Public Radio Chancellor Keith Sanders stated, "At the heart of the matter is the enormous respect I have for the training that students are now receiving at WWSP. To make certain that we continue that excellent training, we have made clear policy that the students them­selves must run the station and we believe they do an excellent job," he said.

Public Radio recently took interest in the station when the signal transmitted by the sta­tion increased from 3,600 to 11,500 watts allowing them to broadcast 60 miles in each direction.

"No non-commercial station in the area compares to our broadcast distance. It's natural that they would want to use our facility," Seeger commented.

Public Radio would have broadcasted from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. leaving only seven hours open for student broadcasting.

This would decrease the amount of training provided through the Division of Communication's emphasis in broadcasting.

"The positions for student leaders would have essentially been eliminated," stated Seeger.

With the proposal not being accepted by UWSP it is unlikely that Public Radio will submit an alternate proposal.

continued on page 13

Annual Hunger Cleanup a success

By Pamela Kersten

The 5th Annual Hunger Cleanup sponsored by Associa­tion for Community Tasks took place last Saturday with over 350 volunteers contributing their time and effort.

The volunteers, raising over $5150 in pledges, consisted largely of students and a few faculty. They painted, raked, and cleaned at 40 various worksites in the Stevens Point area to "Take Action Against Hunger," the theme of this years effort.

Registration began at 8:30 a.m. and was followed by speeches from Mayor Scott Schultz, Chancellor Keith Sanders, and Shane Totten a local "folk-o-roll" musician. Totten is also known in the area as Captain Ecology.

Volunteers worked from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and then were invited to a picnic in the Knut­ten Hall basement. Over 25 local businesses donated food for the occasion.

The Resident Hall Association donated 400 buttons and over 200 shirts with the years theme on them to the top pledge raisers.

The Phi Omega sorority raised over $600 and received an award for the team who received the most pledges. Troy Saeger of the Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity raised $142. He received an award for the individual who raised the most money.

50 percent of the proceeds were given to Operation Bootstrap of Portage County, a referral organization that aids the homeless. 35 percent was given to the national student campaign and the remaining 15

continued on page 13

Conflict arises in employment office
Student managers released from positions

By Pamela Kersten

Conflict between employees and supervisors in the UWSP Student Employment Office resulted in the resignation of three student managers and the termination of another last week.

The two events were "separate and unrelated," ac­cording to the Director of the Student Employment Office, Helen Van Prooyen.

The termination of student manager Liz Georgi was the result of "a series of events over a period of time," Van Prooyen stated. "Liz was out­raged by unprofessional many times."

The other student managers Carolina Calligurri, Jennifer Bognar, and Judy Kroening resigned shortly after the ter­mination of Georgi and were there­after the following day.

The managers, after having problems with their immediate supervisor Rory Braenne for most of the year sought the guidance of Van Prooyen for the first time two months ago. This was the start of a series of events that lead to last weeks occurrences.

"We wanted more structure, we wanted to get things done," stated Bognar.

Van Prooyen claimed that the students never brought this to her attention. "It appeared that they wanted to get rid of Rory," she continued.

Braenne was unavailable for comment.

Discussions between the staff and supervisors were "one­sided" claimed Van Prooyen.

"If I didn't agree with them, then they didn't want to hear it. They brought in points for dis­cussion and wouldn't let me respond," she said.

After receiving a memo con­cerning the first meeting, the managers became upset.

"Helen took what we said and blew it out of proportion," commented Bognar.

"She was never one­sided before, but this time she de­finitely was," stated Georgi.

Communication ceased be­tween Braenne and the managers following their meet­ing with Van Prooyen.

"He wouldn't speak unless spoken to first," they stated. Braenne refused to par­ticipate in a meeting with the managers because it was "asked for in an unprofessional way" according to Van Prooyen.

Georgi had allegedly ap­proached Braenne asking for the meeting.

"He refused. He said it was a numbers game intimating that it would be four against one," stated Georgi. "We never meant it to be that way."

Last Tuesday the managers, Van Prooyen, and Braenne finally attended a meeting to...continued on page 13
Boy receives extensive surgery to reattach limbs

A six-year-old boy from Chetek, WI is recovering from surgery done earlier this week to reattach his left arm and right hand after a farming accident. Michael Conoboy was injured Saturday while he and his 14-year-old step-brother were riding on the metal arm of an irrigation system in a farm field near their home.

Conoboy was taken to St. Paul Ramsey Center in St. Paul, Minn., under general anesthesia for surgery to reattach his right hand that was severed above the wrist, and his left arm that was severed about one and a half inches above his elbow joint.

On Monday Conoboy underwent four and a half additional hours of surgery to reattach one artery and two nerves in his right arm.

Doctors are optimistic that the boy will regain the use of his left arm but are unsure whether or not his right hand will function properly due to torn muscle damage.

Gasoline spill alleged cause of Mexico blast

A series of nine explosions in Guadalajara, Mexico flattened buildings over several square blocks killing at least 181 people last Wednesday.

Guadalajara's new sewer chief said Friday that a gasoline spill appeared to be the cause of the blasts that shelled buildings for miles around.

Workers from PEMEX, the government-run oil monopoly, found a leaky pipeline leading to a nearby gas plant in a field.

Protesters and survivors say the government did little to prevent the disaster.

President Carlos Salinas de Gortari is apparently trying to avoid possible political fallout from the disaster.

SVO received $2000 out of deferred maintenance to purchase a remote camera.

$800.00 was passed to UAB for programming leaves during May 2nd through 9th.

Athletes received $17,940 for national travel.

Application for Budget Examine and Budget Controller are extended to May 8th. Applications are available in the SGA office.

SA Student Government Association

The current student health insurance policy is being evaluated for next year. If you have any input call 346-4037.

Public Affairs Council is having a speaker on "Freedom of Speech," funded at $635.00.

On May 5th there will be a discussion, "Melting Pot or Tossed Salad, understanding diversity at UWSP.

WI adopts new abortion bill

Gov. Tommy Thompson signed a bill into law Tuesday that requires written consent by a parent or other adult relative for a minor's abortion.

This was a weakened version of the abortion consent measure brought to the Legislature four years ago by Wisconsin Right to Life.

The original plan required consent by both parents. This version allows any adult relative who is at least 25 years old to approve a minor's abortion. This includes grandparents, older siblings, or aunts and uncles.

Right to Life had hoped that Thompson would veto this measure in hopes of trying to pass the stricter version next year.

The governor signed the measure Tuesday at a ceremony in Eau Claire.

Man charged in brutal slaying of his wife

A Cedarburg man charged Tuesday with fatally stabbing his wife 21 times in her face and chest is being held in the Milwaukee County Jail on charges of first-degree intentional homicide.

Jesse Anderson is being held on $1 million bail and faces a possible mandatory life in prison sentence if convicted.

Anderson originally claimed the attack was made by two black men injuring himself as well as his wife.

The attack occurred in the parking lot of DGI Friday's restaurant near the Northridge Shopping Center on April 21.

Prosecutors and police released a three page criminal complaint Tuesday afternoon creating a case of circumstantial evidence. Police are trying to link Anderson with the knife used as the murder weapon at this time.

Poland native addresses fall of Communist system

by Eric Meyer

The decline of faith in the Communist system, economic stagnation and a lack of social agency were among the factors that led to the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, an Eastern European political issues specialist said last Wednesday.

But after World War II, people lost faith in the Communist party, Sasinska-Klas said.

"People became increasingly aware of the huge gap between communist philosophies and practice." Without followers' faith the system was "destined to fail," she noted.

Sasinska-Klas said the recent revolution in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union constituted starkly with the classical revolutions of the past. With the exception of Romania, she pointed out the relatively small amount of bloodshed involved in the recent revolution and noted that the new governments were "affected and refined within the legislative frameworks of the preceding regime and in the existing parliaments.

Increased nationalism and unclear institutionalization are among the unpredicted consequences of the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union Sasinska-Klas said.

The transitional stage is fragile, according to Sasinska-Klas who said it is also a time marked by economic pitfalls, great social turbulence and dislocation.

"Achieving a new and more modern society will not be easy," she said. "The changes are far from complete and without question many future hardships await us," said Sasinska-Klas.
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POINTER will not act as PR tool
Cooperation is key to professional newspaper

by Sarah L. Newton
Editor-in-Chief

As the academic year comes to a beautiful, relaxing, relief-filled close, there is some information that needs dissemination before I relinquish my holy section on the editorial page (which will, incidentally be filled next week with words of wisdom from next year’s editor-in-chief, Kevin Thayes).

First of all, The Pointer is a student newspaper. It is a student production that strives for (and admittedly sometimes falls short of) professionalism.

We are not a “professional” newspaper with a large staff of highly paid, promotion-driven, reporters who have nothing else to do but write, particularly in an effort to promote student organizations.

Secondly, we are not a public relations outlet for student organizations. Yes, we support and encourage campus involvement; nothing can beat it as a true form of education.

However, there is a fine line between supporting student organizations and becoming a literary advertisement plug for them.

Unfortunately, some of the same publications and organizations who’ve expected The Pointer to be at their beck and call for publicity are just as many of the same people who’ve complained week after week that The Pointer is not newsworthy. In full of yellow journalism (I’m still waiting for the ultimate definition of this from one of the many expert journalists who have written letters to me over the past year), and is not worth reading.

"If you don’t like it, don’t read it. Just quit bitching."

To this particular group, I must say—if you don’t like it, don’t read it. Just quit bitching. In the past two semesters, The Pointer has acted as many things to many different people. To some, we’ve been a valuable source of campus news, entertainment, and enjoyment. To quality, mature student organizations we’ve been recipients of their courtesy and professionalism.

And to some students and organizations who believe The Pointer exists for the sole purpose of reporting on their program, bake sale, good deed, etc., I must say—NOT!

The Pointer would like to thank the many students who have come to us with intriguing, informative story ideas over the past year.

Unfortunately, our student staff, who have cums to study for and papers to write just like you, don’t always have the extra time it takes to fully cover these unique items. You failed to supply us with someone who could cover the topic and/or write the story, and our editors were taking complaints right and left all year from people whose stories didn’t get in. Will wonders never cease?

Lastly, but by no means is this the least of our information, we would like to thank all the would-be novel authors who have that terminal disease don’t-edit-ify-stuff-itis.

These people have allowed their illness to block their mind from the definition of editorial decision. This means (English majors note the root word: edit) that when you turn in a three page simple spaced article and expect to see it the following Thursday looking exactly the way it did when it was submitted, your illness is affecting your better judgement.

We are not Westinghouse Publishers, we are not paid the big bucks to publish your stuff. Once submitted, your material is ours to edit as we deem necessary. Keeping articles concise and to the point will lessen the possibility of the naughty editor hacking your piece.

As a favor to The Pointer and next year’s competent, creative, eager staff, remember this information. Work with them, not against them, and your considerate cooperation will be reflected in the product.

Redneck attitude contributes to bar scene harassment

by Ann Vogel
Contributor

In bars and on streets throughout Stevens Point, "Hey chick," the call of the male American Redneck can be heard.

Different from the average man, the unique breed of American Redneck sends out special messages of, "Hey baby," "Hey insert animal name here down right here mamal!" to any woman unlucky enough to receive it.

At UWSP and all over the country, the American Redneck interprets his right to free speech as the right to harass women. However, Rednecks do not view this as harassment.

After hearing one exclaim to a passing woman in bar, "Nice ass, honey," I asked if he actually thought he could get a date using this technique. He replied that the idea was not so much to get a date as to "just goof around with my friends."

Appallingly insistant women is a male bonding technique. Their displays for women stems from insecurity and the fear of strong women.

Encouraged by his friends, a Redneck will cut women down to size by reducing them to animals or a part of anatomy. All this done in the guise of "fun."

I have observed that if the chickyfox/babe ignores an approach, he becomes a "dyke"; why else would she not respond favorably to these comments? The American Redneck is a great guy; therefore, the woman in question must be a lesbian.

To the Rednecks who must bond and be manly by yelling insults at women, I have some advice. In the future, when you are bonding with each other, do some other intelligent activity such as drinking until you vomit, or perhaps have a spitting contest. Whatever you choose to do, just leave women alone.

Listen to 90FM WWSP for your chance to win!!

Listen on May 1st for part 2 of the Lunatic Fringe Contest. Write down the other two directions and the cities 90FM WWSP can be heard. Send all four to 90FM for your chance to win a Fultonton Car Stereo and Speaker System and 90 cassettes.

The Lunatic Fringe Contest can be heard only on 90FM WWSP -- now broadcasting at 11,500 watts!!

90FM WWSP is your station for the 90’s and beyond.

Uncomment the below two directions and the cities 90FM WWSP can be heard. Send all four to 90FM for your chance to win a Fultonton Car Stereo and Speaker System and 90 cassettes.
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Capital punishment provides potential for economic reform
California execution stirs controversy

Dear Editor:

Robert Alton Harris became the first person in 25 years to be executed in California last week. With his execution the issue of capital punishment is once again in the limelight. Students are thereby made to realize that they are no longer able to avoid the issue.

Those against capital punishment take the stand that it is wrong to take another human life. Yet, the arguments of those who support capital punishment fail to convince us of the choice we have. The issue of capital punishment is one that cannot be avoided.

We are therefore bound to realize that all the arguments we have heard do not fully communicate the truth about capital punishment. The decision to execute must therefore be based on a sound economic idea. We need to determine that the capital punishment will provide the best economical solution to the crime in question. If we were to determine that it is not the best economical solution to the crime, then capital punishment should be abolished. We need to determine that if we were to abolish capital punishment, then the crime in question would not occur.

We need to determine that if we were to abolish capital punishment, we would not have to keep on spending money on the issue of capital punishment. We need to determine that the issue of capital punishment would not be a burden on the society we live in. We need to determine that the issue of capital punishment would not be a burden on the society we live in.
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BENEFEST
Our chance to help...

SPECIAL THANKS TO:

McDonald's
Restaurant
Buyer's Guide
The Unique
Bar & Restaurant
Spectra Print
Creative Connection
Holiday Inn

Joe's Pub
Center Point Mall
Ore-Ida
Celestial Factory
Basic American Foods
Music Ring
Sirco Manufacturing Company

DONATIONS WILL GO TO AID ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFORTS THROUGH BENEFEST AND THE
NATURE CONSERVANCY

PRESENTS

A Benefit
For The
Environment

Saturday, May 2

UWSP Campus, North Intramural Field
(Behind Quandt Fieldhouse)

Noon - 10:00 P.M.

Free Admission Until 7:15 P.M.
$1.00 Admission After 7:15 P.M.

Concessions And Beer Garden Will Be Available (No Carry-Ins Please)

Join Emcee Tuck Pence For A Program Including...

Featuring:

Rhythm Corps

The Billy's

uduudu
uduudu
uduudu
Barry Rose drafted in round 10 by Bills
Will fly to Buffalo Thursday to take part in mini-camp

by Mark Gillette
Sports Editor

Imagine playing with the likes of Jim Kelley, James Lofton, Andre Reed, and Thurman Thomas.

On Thursday, Barry Rose will get a feeling of what that's like when he flies out to Buffalo to participate in the Bills' mini-camp after being selected on Monday as the 279th pick overall in the 10th round of the National Football League's two-day 12-round draft.

Following an outstanding senior season with the Pointers as a wide receiver and leading the Wisconsin State University conference in yards (1107), touchdowns (11), and receptions (47), Rose, from Baldwin, had his hopes and dreams come true as he was picked by the AFC champ Bills, who have been the runner-up in the Super Bowl for the last two seasons.

Rose, offensive player of the year for the Pointers and first team All-WIAC, just finished his fifth season after a redshirt sophomore year. He came back from an injury-filled 1990 season to put up his outstanding numbers his senior year.

"The Bills have some of the finest receivers in the league," Rose said. "Buffalo has some great receivers but some of them are getting older and I'm sure they are looking at bringing in young guys."

For the third straight year a Pointer has been drafted. In 1990, quarterback Kirk Baumgartner was selected by the Packers in the ninth round. In 1991, tackle Pete Lucas was drafted by the Atlanta Falcons in the 10th round. And this year, Rose was drafted by the Bills, known for drafting players from small college backgrounds.

"He's a player who dominates," said Rose's coach John Miech. "There's lots of glamour in being drafted. Rose has earned it through his hard work," added Miech.

Rose, 22, found out that he was picked by A.J. Smith, the Buffalo Bills' assistant director of college scouting, over the telephone at his house in Stevens Point.

After talking with Smith, he was able to speak with Bills' coach Marv Levy, who congratulated him on being a Buffalo Bill.

On Thursday, Rose will fly out to Pomedonia State University, about an hour and a half from Buffalo's headquarters in Orchard Lake, NY, to take part in a four-day mini-camp with the rest of the Bills veterans and their drafters. The only other receiver picked by the Bills was Stanford's Chris Walsh in the ninth round, the 215th pick overall.

The mini-camp will basically be an orientation session.

When the 6-1, 185 pound Rose got the call from Smith he was just relieved to hear that he was drafted, stating that the waiting time since the start of the draft on Sunday morning was "tense."

"Buffalo called to tell me they were picking me about five minutes before they actually drafted me to be sure I hadn't signed with anybody else like the CFL," Rose said.

The Milwaukee Journal WSCU Most Valuable Player said that there were similarities in how the Bills and the Pointers ran their offenses, although he met with "tense." There's lots of glamour in being drafted.

Barry Rose, 10th round draft pick by the Buffalo Bills, brings down one of his many catches he had last season in a game vs. River Falls at Goerke Field. (photo by Jeff Kieman)

Softball split doubleheaders with Pioneers and Titans
Prepare for conference tournament at LaCrosse this weekend

by Jeff Ollerman
Contributor

The UWSP Softball team, 4-20 on the season, took a step in the right direction this past week.

UWSP split two doubleheaders with UW-Oshkosh and UW-Platteville at Royalwood Stadium in the past week. They traveled to River Falls and were swept by the Falcons.

UWSP was out-played by UW-O 13-10 in game one. Errors by Jenny Strohmeier gave the Titans a 2-0 fourth inning advantage. The Point bats never came alive in the first game.

They only collected five hits all game. Game one's bright spot was UW-GF transfer Tammy Meisel who went 2 for 3.

Amy Steigerwald pitched all seven and only allowed four earned runs. Oshkosh added one in the fourth, one in the sixth and four more in the seventh, earning a 7-6 shutout.

Point turned the tides in game two by lighting up the scoreboard with 10 hits in a nine inning game. Meisel was the first run to cross the plate after collecting a double in the fourth.

In the first six innings of play Point left three scoring opportunities on base.

It looked as though Michelle Krueger was going to collect her own shut out. But in the top of the seventh she hit a batter who eventually scored to tie the game at one apiece. Point came up empty in the bottom of the seventh.

The Titans threatened in the eighth, but were stopped. Krueger helped her own cause by swatting a triple in the bottom half of the eighth. Unfortunately, she failed to score. The bottom of the ninth was the clincher. Tina Peters collected her second hit for a single. The patient Mary Haner waited out for a walk. Finally, Jodi Lindquist stepped up and pounded a game winning two run triple. The extra inning thriller ended up 4-1. Jessi Stroebel collected herself from game one and went an impressive three for five.

On Thursday, the Pointers will play against the Pioneers of Plat-teville for another doubleheader. Again they ended up splitting the series.

continued on page 7

Track teams compete at Drake
Both the men's and women's track and field teams traveled to Drake last weekend, half going to the Drake Relays in Des Moines, Iowa, the other half participating in a meet in Elkhart, Ill.

At the Drake Relays, the Pointers not only had to compete with some top competition, such as Purdue, Illinois and Nebraska, but with adverse weather conditions.

"The weather was terrible and the wind was blowing like crazy," said men's coach Rick Wit.

The shuttle hurdle relay turned in the best finish at Drake for Chris Larsen, Chad Robran, Parker Hanson and Lynn Smith coming in sixth place.

continued on page 7

RECYCLE ME!!!
Packers fare well in NFL Draft

by Brady Kiel

The 1992 draft may possibly be the last draft. With NFL labor disputes to strike down the draft's legality in court, the draft future is muddy.

Looking back at 1992 as a last hurrah, the Packers took one last shot and came away with a hit. Other teams like the Washington Redskins and Indianapolis Colts also improved their clubs more than most.

The addition of Terrell Buckley to the defensive backfield vastly improves the secondary. The hard-hitting Buckley can cover one-on-one with the best. He should ease the disappointment of missing Heisman winner Desmond Howard by one pick. The Pack also went with defense in the second round. Penn State lineman Mike D'Ondrio will help the middle defense.

The next four choices consisted of wideouts Robert Brooks and Orlando McKay, and running backs Edgar Bennet and Derrick McNabb who will add depth to Coach Mike Holmgren's offense.

The highlight of the late Packer picks was 1990 Heisman winning quarterback Ty Detmer. The Packers made him the 230th pick (ninth round).

Small size is always a knock on Detmer, but he is a good pick that allows the Pack a safe gamble. He will compete for a roster spot against Mike Tomczak, Don Majkowski and newcomer Brent Pave. With Saturday's release of Brady Kiel Detmer will have one less quarterback to battle with.

Other highlights include the Colts taking defensive lineman Steve Emmett and linebacker Quintin Coryatt with the draft's first two selections. The two will improve Indianapolis considerably.

The Redskins frustrated the 27 non-champions by trading up to the fourth pick, adding Howard to their explosive offense.

Cincinnati surprised many by choosing the nation's top-rated quarterback, David Klingler. New coach David Shula is obviously concerned with quarterback Boomer Esiason's recent mediocre years.

In another surprising move, the John Elway-led Broncos selected a quarterback in the first round. UCLA's Tommy Maddox will bolster the quarterback scene in Denver.

On the homefront, Wisconsin Badger defensive back Tony Vincent was taken by the Miami Dolphins with the seventh pick. The Packers indicated they were strongly considered Vincent earlier, but took Buckley instead.

UWSP wide receiver Barry Rose was made the 279th pick (tenth round) by the Buffalo Bills. He heads to Buffalo to find a role in the Bills' high-powered offense.

Overall, this draft provided surprises and improvements like any other. The Colts, Redskins and Packers benefited well in '92.

If you liked the draft, hopefully you enjoyed it well. It may have been the last.

Intramural Basketball Champs

(photo by Dawn Biroun)

Men's 5 on 5 b-ball champs: (from left to right) Mark Brone, Chas Froshchinske, Dale Wiebke, Erich Bacher and Brian Olson.

Women's 5 on 5 b-ball champs: Back row (from left to right): Beth Cirick, Michelle Shauer, Kris Loomans. Front: Schweil and Tina Anderson.

Track

from page 6

Amy Druekrey, Marie Clark, Julie Greco and Amy Voight had an unofficial time of 4:20 in the 4x400 relay, which was great, but wasn't bad," according to women's coach Len Hill.

The only other Pointer woman to compete at Drake was Alimee Knitter in the 5000. "I put a lot of pressure on her that I wish I wouldn't have done," said Hill.

"She usually sets some pretty lofty goals for herself but I decided to set a goal for her to qualify at nationals. She did very well in the first half of the race but lost focus after that," added Hill.

Other place finishers for the men at Drake included 12th place for the 4 x 400 relay team of Larsen, Roban, Hansen, and Bryan; the 4 x 400 relay team of Bill Green, Bryan, Larsen and Smith each came in ninth place; the sprint medley relay team of Green, Bryan, Andy Valla and Doug Engel each finished second in the javelin and 5,000 meter respectively.

For the women, Jessica Citzen came close to the five foot barrier in the high jump, and the Delightful. Hill.

Women's 5 on 5 b-ball champs: (from left to right)

Toyo!a

CREDIT. For lower monthly payments, talk to your Toyota dealer about leasing.

Call us a dyipm. Call us a sho. B. Be sure to call 1-800-5 COLLEGE for the location of your nearest Toyota dealer and a brochure with full details and qualification requirements.
Baseball
from page 6

designated hitter Mike Helmut, Bochat, Peterson and catcher Scott Pritchard each had two. O'Brien stole twice, Peterson homered, and Pritchard sealed the game up early with a triple and a home run.

All 16 runs were scored by the end of the third inning. With the pressure off, Kory Krueger pitched four innings of shutout ball, allowing one hit and five walks, striking out four and winning his first decision of the year (1-0).

Pete Clark finished up the game giving up one earned run on two hits.

The Pointers then travelled to the always tough UW-Oshkosh team on Saturday and split their doubleheader.

Stevens Point won game one 10-6 on 13 hits. Outfielder Rick Wagner and second baseman Dave Schuett doubled and Kremar cracked a triple.

Third baseman Don Radomski ripped his first home run of the season and catcher Russ Belling added his fourth.

Shortstop Ken Krug stole two bases, while Glodosky, Radomski and outfielder Ben-Smialkowski each had a single. Rob Wolff pitched a complete game, giving up four earned runs on nine hits, walking three and striking out five.

Both runs he gave up were earned and he walked three Pioneers.

The second game was a bit closer, the Pointers coming from behind after being down 7-3 after four innings.

The Pointers rallied for three runs in the fifth to close up the gap to 7-6. With three more runs in the top of the seventh they pulled away for the victory.

Wolff got the victory to improve to 5-2. He pitched the last 3 1/3 innings giving up no runs on four hits in relief of Dave Bohr.

Schuett had a double and a home run with four RBIs. Kremar added two RBIs and Kohnle had three runs and a RBI.

Thanks to the 7-1 run, head coach Guy Otte's Pointers now stand at 18-10 overall and 4-4 in the southern division of the WSC.

They will take on Platteville at home on Friday. On Saturday they host Platteville and Sunday they play a home game against Eau Claire. All game times are 1 p.m.

The Tekes previously ran beer barrel rolls, but with the changing attitude toward alcohol, the horseshoe, which has special symbolic significance for TKE, has been chosen as a more appropriate baron to be passed on the run.

The Tekes will be accepting donations throughout the rest of the semester and summer. If anyone cares to donate they can contact Ron Schneider or Bob Wall at 341-8937, or mail to TKE, 1916 College Ave. All checks can be made out to Wisconsin Special Olympics.
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Winning attitude helps Pointer basketball coach Bob Parker

by Ann Vogel

Contributor

How does a backwoods farm boy from Alma become a basket- ball coach whose every team wins championships? Ask Pointer coach Bob Parker and he will share his secrets.

Parker, who is an only child, was adopted by his parents at two years of age and grew upon a farm in Alma, in the south-western part of Wisconsin.

In an interview with a Monday Parker said, "If you don't have a good attitude you don't have anything. You're not going to get anywhere."

It is Parker's good attitude and basketball skills that got his Alma High School team to the state tournament for the first time his sophomore year. His attitude also helped him achieve all-conference, all-district, and score over 1,000 points at UW- River Falls, where he earned a degree in broadfield social studies.

After graduating from college, Parker moved from playing on winning teams to coaching winning teams.

He coached at Arcadia High School in Arcadia for ten years and the team went from never having won a conference championship to taking back-to-back championships in 1981 and 1982.

Parker feels his positive outlook on life has helped his career. "I had four jobs in one year from 1983 to 1984," he explained. After guiding Western Technical College in La Crosse to runnerup in the state junior college tournament, he was to coach at Heron College in South Dakota, but the school closed.

Parker then went to Valley City State University in North Dakota where again his team won the conference championship and advanced to the national tournament where they were beaten by UW-Eau Claire.

At this point Parker wanted to move back to Wisconsin. "Have you ever been to North Dakota?" he asked. "I thought I saw a tree once but it was just a telephone pole."

When the coaching position at UWSP became available, Parker snapped it up. This year he guided the team to a conference championship, a Division III runnerup in the state junior tournament, and a trip to the "Sweet 16." Parker likes big players and a tough defense but he also looks for a good attitude. "I recruit players who are hard workers, good students and like teamwork. The most important thing is a positive attitude though. Losing becomes contagious if you don't get out of the doldrums."

Parker looks forward to coaching many more winning teams at UWSP. When asked what his next career move is Parker replied, "I'm content here. I think I'll stick around a while."

Happy Mother's Day!

Cards and Gifts for Mom from Recycled Paper Products, Inc.
Available at:

University Store

Students Helping Students
University Center 346-3433

On-Campus Housing

Sign-Up Times for Off-Campus Students

- Living off-campus this semester?
- Want to move into a residence hall next fall?
- Mark your calendars for May 5 - May 8, 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

You can pick up your contract now in the Housing Office. You can then return your contract and housing deposit on May 5-8 and at the same time choose which room you will live in next semester.
"Streetcar" explores universal desires

students portray Pulitzer prize-winning drama

Tennessee Williams' Pulitzer Prize-winning drama, "A Streetcar Named Desire," will open at 8 p.m., Friday, May 1 in the Jenkins Theatre at the University of Wisconsin-Spartan Point.

Directed by Arthur Hopper, chair of the theatre and dance department, the play will continue at the same time on May 2 and 7-9 and at 7 p.m., Sunday, May 3. Tickets are available at the College of Fine Arts and Communication box office, (715)346-4100.

In the UWSP production, Jennifer Klaas will play the role of Blanche DuBois, Andrew Erlanson will portray Stanley Kowalski, Tricia Thiel will play Stella Kowalski, and Daniel Kaula will portray Har­lod Mitchell in one of the director's all-time favorite plays.

When teaching, Hopper says he often uses "Streetcar" as an example of effective dramatic structure and subtly drawn characterization. Through the tragedy surrounding Blanche, the fragile southern flower, and Stanley, the primitive realist, Williams has explored universal themes such as the human need for understanding and the struggle of the individual to survive in a harsh world.

The play opened on Broadway in 1947, directed by Elia Kazan, starring Marlon Brando, Kim Hunter, and Karl Malden, all in the same roles they reprised in the 1951 film. However, the stage role of Blanche was played by Jessica Tandy, who was replaced by Vivien Leigh for the movie.

Hopper says his student cast is young, but he's happy with their dedication to understanding the characters and their roles in the play. Because the writing itself is of such high quality, he says, the playwright made it easier for the actors to trust the script and to perform it well.

The scenes, designed by Gary Olson of the theatre faculty, are set in New Orleans' French Quarter. Hopper says he and his cast and crew are aiming for a light, ethereal, impressionistic style.

Pre-summer movies a sparse selection

by Dan Seeger

As the promotion begins to get hot and heavy for the summer movie season (about a million different "Batman Returns" products should be hitting malls any day now), movie viewers who want to catch something interesting right now have a sparse selection. This is especially true in Stevens Point where many of the spring's most interesting projects ("The Babe," Robert DeNiro's "The Player") haven't even hit town yet. Much of what is showing in the area should have people flocking to video stores rather than local theaters.

THE CUTTING EDGE: D.B. Sweeney is an ex-hockey player whose promising career ended abruptly after a particularly nasty check into the boards damaged his sight. Moira Kelly is a overly demanding figure skater who drives away all of her partners. The two are thrown together in hopes of Olympic gold and eventually transcend their differences to achieve glory and romance.

Unfortunately, the romance is a predictable bore and the figure skating sequence are poorly shot, preventing anything but a glimpse of how they work together on the ice. The two performers have their fair share of charm and chemistry, but the script is so desperately lacking in substance that they get buried beneath the tedium.

FERGULLY: THE LAST RAINFOREST: Vivid and good-natured, this animated feature employs pixies in an Australian rainforest to make valid points about the way man is destroying the environment.

The magical residents of Fergully get help from a shrunken human named Zak and a crazed bat who's an escapee from testing laboratory (voiced with admirable energy by Robin Williams) in their battle against the impending doom of a wildlife-mincing machine controlled by a toxic villain.

Though the issues addressed are important, the film is surprisingly lacking in vigor and focuses on dull, lifeless characters. No amount of pristine animation can make up for faults like those.

Taking back the night together

by Julie Appler

Features Editor

More than 100 participants gathered in the UWSP Sundial last night to speak out against violence against women and Take Back the Night for millions of women worldwide.

Sponsored by several campus and community groups, the Third Annual Take Back the Night march and rally advocated a message of unity and empowerment for both men and women.

The event concluded Sexual Assault Awareness Week, a series of educational programming which addressed women's issues and the subject of violence against women.

According to Dawn Flood, one of the event's organizers and member of the Women's Resource Center, the purpose of Take Back the Night is to raise awareness on campus and in the community about violent acts against women and society.

Participants wore black or yellow arm bands to show their support for the survivors of rape and echoed this year's theme "Looking Back-Moving Forward."

Speakers such as Chancellor Keith Sanders and Jenny Goldsmith, special consultant for gender equality and affirmative action, supported the belief that men and women must speak out and take action about crimes which affect women and men.

During her presentation Goldsmith stated, "Rape by either acquaintance or stranger is a crime of violence and domination." Citing the influence of alcohol contributes to the problem of acquaintance rape, Goldsmith declared that "any man who is sober enough to sexually assault a woman is sober enough to know what he is doing wrong."

In her concluding remarks, Goldsmith applauded the efforts of campus groups such as Stopping Rape Together, a student organization dedicated to halting rape and violence which effects both women and men.

"Sexual assault is wrong and hateful and criminal," declared Goldsmith. "Women will Take Back the Night and along with our brothers, we will not walk in fear any longer."

Kathy Neuenfeld, a senior communication major and campus security employee, joined other students, faculty, administrators and community members in demonstrating their beliefs at the rally.

"I believe that the message is very important," said Neuenfeld. "This demonstration focuses on the issues of safety and prevention aspects rather than just talking continued on page 11"
Benfesting the environment
By Kristin Wanless

Benefest '92 is going green and dedicating itself to raising awareness of the problems affecting our environment. Five bands ranging from the contemporary rock of the Billy's to ubiquitous and its special brand of reggae will play the North Irregular Field on Saturday, May 2. Headlining Benefest will be Rhythm Corps whose 1988 hit "Common Ground" was the theme for the Olympics.

"We expect around 2,000 people this year," Benefest Co-Chair Sandle Smith said, "and it will definitely be outside." In order to prevent moving the event inside, two big top tents will cover the stage and surrounding area. "If it rains or gets cold, we just drop the sides of the tents." Despite the cold spring, Smith is positive about the effects of weather on this year's event. "It's our third year presenting Benefest and we expect it to be our best."

The name Benefest was identified in 1990 in order to symbolize support concerning a social issue from the student population and community members. Benefest's primary objective is to raise awareness of a social problem in our society among the university community and the community of Stevens Point, as well as the surrounding area. In addition, the event attempts to raise donations for a charity or student organization which is affiliated with the issue addressed.

Benefest is a one day annual event that combines music and speakers to promote awareness of a social problem affecting our society both nationally and locally. Benefest was birthed as a result of a one day festival entitled "Jammnesty '89", a music festival devoted to the awareness of Amnesty International.

Jammnesty was developed from an idea that was created by the University Activities Board (UAB) of the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. The idea was to create an annual benefit festival which focused on a specific social issue each year. This idea was enhanced in 1990 through the creation of Benefest.

Benfest has tackled the problems of homelessness and domestic violence. "We (students) have a huge interest, in environmental issues and it's a real threat that we can do something about." To go along with environmental issues, all donations received at Benefest will go to the Wisconsin Chapter of the Nature Conservancy. A nationwide organization, the Nature Conservancy currently owns and manages Dewey Marsh in Portage County. The Marsh is part of the 30,000 acres in the state that the Wisconsin Chapter protects.

Benefest starts at Noon on Saturday, May 2 and goes until 10:00 pm. The event is free until 7:15 but donations for the Nature Conservancy are appreciated. After 7:15 there will be a $1 cover charge. Concessions and a beer garden will be provided.

MUSICIANS HANDBOOK '92
Take the First Step to Getting Signed...

CONTACT:
Major Record Labels, Publishers, Clubs, Promoters, Managers, Studios, Distributors, Nationwide

Send $35.00 (check or money order) to:
A & R RECORD GUIDE
P.O. Box 88415
Los Angeles, CA 90009

MUSICIANS HANDBOOK '92
Take the First Step to Getting Signed.

Saturday, May 2
Milwaukee's Own...
Greg Koch and the Tone Controls
Original Blues
Rock w/Circh

Sunday, May 3
Sunday Therapy
7 pm-11 pm

Branigan
North 2nd St., Stevens Point
(715) 344-9045

WTZ END

by Julie Aplker

Features Editor

Presidential candidates George Bush and Bill Clinton could use a few political tips from Nelson Pasha.

Nelson Pasha, a senior English major at UWSP, Pasha serves as Mosinee School Board President. In his three years on the board, Pasha has developed a leadership style that many "professional" public servants would envy.

"I do my homework and I come into these meetings with an open mind and ready to listen to other school board members, myself, the public and especially the members of the public," said Pasha. "I strive to have every board member work together even though we don't always agree. It's healthy to disagree but you must consider all sides of an issue."

A native of Mosinee, Pasha's interest in public service stems from his tenure as student council president in high school. He was bit by the political bug of making a positive difference in his hometown's educational system.

"I was first ran for the Mosinee school board when I was 18 years old primarily because I wanted to give something back to community," explained Pasha. "As a student I can bring an insider's perspective to establishing the policies needed to improve the public school system."

"The draw isn't power or having a title behind my name."

He was elected as president last year by the other eight board members. Earlier this month, Pasha ran for a second three-year term and beat his competitor by a 177-vote margin. At 21 years of age, Pasha is a representative for the concerns of eight townships which include more than 1800 students.

"It's been a real learning experience, because I found out that the board's responsibilities which are not always apparent when you are a community member," said Pasha. "The board negotiate contracts with teachers, hire administrators and approve employees. Recently, we have been trying to gain public support for building one school and expanding another."

According to Pasha, the long hours are time well spent if it benefits the children of Mosinee. He considers politics to a viable career option after graduation this May and is even pondering running in the city's mayoral race next year. A veteran in the Mosinee political scene, Pasha served as a constituent to State Representative Tom Springer (D-Mosinee) in his campaign bid for state assembly.

"I originally wanted to be a lawyer but then in high school I realized that we already have too many attorneys in the United States. I had a lot of respect for my high school English teachers and decided to be a teacher myself," Pasha explained. After I started at UWSP I changed my mind and decided on a career in either technical writing or in the editing and publishing field. However, politics still may be in my future."

He says that although politics can get dirty and personal, to him "the draw isn't power or having a title behind my name."

Pasha holds a philosophy for the board which advocates respect for all members, even though they may not always agree.

"As board decisions can get difficult, but one thing I've realized is that no matter who's making the decision, we have to do what's best for the children of Mosinee."

Pasha is up for re-election as president today and he hopes to keep making things he has worked on in the past three years "an effective reality."

In the meantime, he will continue to wind down the school year and think about the prospect of playing golf and bartending at the Central Wisconsin Airport. In his work behind the bar, Pasha tries to keep his political wisdom to himself.

"I've also been interested in political happenings but I've also learned that two subjects not discuss at a bar are politics and religion," he said.

In the past, Benefest has tackled the problems of homelessness and domestic violence. "We (students) have a huge interest, in environmental issues and it's a real threat that we can do something about." To go along with environmental issues, all donations received at Benefest will go to the Wisconsin Chapter of the Nature Conservancy. A nationwide organization, the Nature Conservancy currently owns and manages Dewey Marsh in Portage County. The Marsh is part of the 30,000 acres in the state that the Wisconsin Chapter protects.

Benefest starts at Noon on Saturday, May 2 and goes until 10:00 pm. The event is free until 7:15 but donations for the Nature Conservancy are appreciated. After 7:15 there will be a $1 cover charge. Concessions and a beer garden will be provided.
BRUISER'S
DANCE CONTEST
Quality each week to win your share of over $200 in cash & prizes

Tuesday and Thursday
25¢ Taps, 50¢ rails and soda, 50¢ off all shots, 75¢ off everything else.
(Come before 9:00 for additional savings!)

Wednesday
Non-Alcohol College Night $3.00 Includes free Soda all nite

Friday and Saturday
2 for 1 • 8-10 PM
No Cover before 10PM
(Two good reasons to come early)

DOORS OPEN AT 8:00, 4:00 FRIDAYS
BRUISER'S DOWNTOWN STEVENS POINT

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

Mike Wallace interviews the Devil

“Calvin and Hobbes” is sponsored by
Galaxy Hobby

“Calvin and Hobbes” is sponsored by
Michele’s
...a bit of tradition with a bit of trend.
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Cleanup
from page 1

percent was given to international food programs.

The coordinator of the event, Meredith Medland, was extremely pleased with the turnout. "The team effort throughout the campaign was excellent," she stated.

The gloomy weather didn't cloud the spirits of most of the volunteers.

"Once you got going it wasn't bad, you still felt good about what you were doing," stated Alicia Ferriter, team leader for RHA. "If everyone who participated this year would bring one more person with them next year it would be great," Ferriter continued.

"I'd like to extend congratulations and thanks to everyone involved throughout the whole campaign. Without the individual efforts of everyone we wouldn't have had the best Hunger Cleanup ever," stated Medland.

UWSP came in second in the state for pledges behind Marquette University in Milwaukee.

Conflict
from page 1

discuss everything for the first time together. The meeting became a "shooting match" according to Van Prooyen and Georgi "left before it concluded."

"We felt like we were the enemy," stated Caligiuri.

It was after that meeting Georgi returned home to discover her termination notice in the mail.

"It was hurt that Helen had not told me personally," stated Georgi. "She had been a friend and a listener to me as well as my boss," he continued.

"She didn't keep her schedule," Van Prooyen explained. "It was hard to get a hold of her."

Although Van Prooyen claims that Georgi's termination had nothing to do with events including Braemner she still felt Georgi was the "ring leader" throughout the events.

Contrary to Van Prooyen's belief, Georgi feels she's been wrongly blamed for the lack of communication and the consequences. "I didn't start this and I'm being blamed for it. The staff has always come to me for advice," she stated.

Radio
from page 1

Public Radio may go to the UW-System Board of Regents who holds the final decision in the matter, "they always supported students opinions in the past," Seeger said.

"We've said thanks, but no thanks to Public Radio and I think that will stick," concluded Seeger.

In-line skating growing fast
by Marc Strapon
Contributor

More and more around campus you can see people skating on the pavement. The type of skates that are being used have three to four wheels in a row as opposed to the old side by side rollerblade models.

"These new type of skates allow you to go faster, turn sharper and give you a much smoother ride," said Todd Tretter a junior on the UWSP hockey team.

People often call the in-line skates "Rollerblades" which is not a generic term for them. The Rollerblade name is a registered trademark of Rollerblade, Inc. To say that you are going to go rollerblading is incorrect. Correct is to say you are going to go in-line skating which signifies that the wheels are all in a straight line on the boot of a skate.

The Rollerblade company originally introduced their skates as an off-season training tool for hockey players in 1980, but they were quickly adapted by nordic and alpine skiers as well.

In 1986, the company redefined and expanded the in-line skate market to include general fitness enthusiasts and recreation seekers, as well as cross-training athletes from numerous sports.

Today, in-line skating sports such as roller hockey and racing, are rapidly growing in popularity. The Rollerblade company has more than 50 percent of the market and generated about $100 million in sales in 1991. According to American Sports Data, there are 6.2 million in-line skaters in the United States, a 45 percent increase over a year ago. The National Sporting Goods Association estimates that in-line skate sales for this year are up more than 200 percent over last year.

"It's a great form of exercise that is fun and challenging," said Kim Luembery, a sophomore from Racine.

Rose
From page 6

will have to make.

"The system we used is not that much different from what teams like Buffalo use. I don't expect a lot of problems learning the offensive system or adjusting to terminology."

Some draft predictors had Rose going as high as the fourth, fifth, or sixth round, while others had him going even later than he did in the 10th. Some said that he had time to have to catch on as a free agent.

Rose didn't really care where he was picked in the draft, as long as he was picked. "It's everybody's hopes and dreams to be selected in the NFL draft. Be it the 10th round or the fifth round I'm just happy that I was drafted," added Rose.

In a draft full of defensive backs, Rose wasn't too surprised that he was picked late. "Most of the teams were filling their needs on defense since that was the major strength of the draft before they looked to their offense."

"My versatility is one thing that Buffalo liked about me. I'll do whatever they ask of me, whether it's on the kickoff or punt coverage teams or returning punts or kickoffs," Rose said.

As for his chances to stick on with the highly explosive offense of the Bills once the regular season begins, Rose said: "I feel real confident. I'm going to take it one day at a time. Right now I'm just happy to be in a pretty good position," added Rose.

Rose has been in contact with his agent, based in Minneapolis.

Load 'em, Stack 'em, Pile 'em high!

Take all you can carry (for 2 bucks) - Don't be shy!!!

Discontinued Textbook Sale!

Come on down to Text Rental!
Sale starts May 4th
Bow-fish this season opener

by Buck Jennings
Outdoors Editor

April 21st marked the opening day for bow-fishing in Portage County. Bow-fishing regulations vary from county to county in Wisconsin. In Portage County the season runs from April 21st to March 1st.

The break in the season prevents the accidental harvest of game fish, many of which spawn in the same shallow waters frequented by rough fish. Better job of equipping you than I can. Buy cheap equipment at first and then modify it to your liking.

With respect to weather conditions, this year’s season is opening early compared to past years. Carp and bowfin are far from spawning. These fish still can be taken as they “bask” in shallow sunny dark bottomed slough. In these shallows the fish can be extremely spooky. Wear polarized glasses and approach with stealth. Fast water can also provide good bowfishing spots.

Rapids, dams and riffles and favored spawning sites for suckers quick-backs and other ‘rough species’. Strong current and swiftly moving fish can provide quite a challenge for bowfishers.

The rocks characteristic of these sights are another hazard. Unless you are independently experienced, you are foolish to try to fish these areas, it’s not limited. It includes everything from food safety, to land use, testing protocol, public health, etc.

Meersman, an environmental, energy, and natural resources reporter with MPR was the keynote speaker last Thursday evening for a program entitled “Walking the Tightrope of Environmental Journalism.”

Meersman was joined by panelists Don Behn, environmental reporter for The Milwaukee Journal, Robert Fassbender, director of environmental policy for the Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce Association, and Carl Zichella, Midwest regional director of the Sierra Club.

Meersman used the first Earth Day as a focal point for the birth of environmental journalism. “What followed was landmark environmental legislation,” claimed Meersman, listing such legislation as the Clean Water Act, the Endangered Species Act, the Wilderness Act, and the formation of the Environmental Protection Agency.

According to Meersman, journalists’ lack of experience and education in scientific fields is just one of the many elements to the “tightrope” aspect of environmental journalism. “There’s a big gap between the way scientists calculate risks and the way journalists interpret them,” he said.

GUIDE can be useful for novice and pro anglers alike

by Sarah L. Newton
Editor-in-Chief

“We’re not looking at environmentalists as tree huggers or bunny lovers,” stated Tom Meersman of Minnesota Public Radio, "environmental journalism as a beat today cuts across all areas; it’s not limited. It includes everything from food safety, to land use, testing protocol, public health, etc.”

Meersman, an environmental, energy, and natural resources reporter with MPR was the keynote speaker last Thursday evening for a program entitled “Walking the Tightrope of Environmental Journalism.”

Meersman was joined by panelists Don Behn, environmental reporter for The Milwaukee Journal, Robert Fassbender, director of environmental policy for the Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce Association, and Carl Zichella, Midwest regional director of the Sierra Club.

Meersman used the first Earth Day as a focal point for the birth of environmental journalism. “What followed was landmark environmental legislation,” claimed Meersman, listing such legislation as the Clean Water Act, the Endangered Species Act, the Wilderness Act, and the formation of the Environmental Protection Agency.

According to Meersman, journalists’ lack of experience and education in scientific fields is just one of the many elements to the “tightrope” aspect of environmental journalism. “There’s a big gap between the way scientists calculate risks and the way journalists interpret them,” he said.

Volunteers comprised largely of UWSP CNR students assist the DNR with the annual sturgeon patrol. Volunteers patrol the banks of the Wolf and Embarrass River near Schiocton to protect these primitive fish from poachers as they spawn. (Photo by Al Crouch)
Prevent Lyme's

by Wendy Wagner Kraft
Staff Writer

Crawling and crawling their way up your legs and down your back, they announce their silent arrival. It's tick time! Along with the influx of ticks comes the risk of being infected with Lyme disease.

Lyme disease can cause major joint, sight, heart, and nervous system problems. Problems all caused by a bacteria transmitted through the bite of the deer (bear) tick - a critter smaller than the head of a nail. There are three major stages in the progression of the disease to be aware of:

Stage #1 Symptoms:
- Fever
- Chills
- Nausea
- Fatigue
- Aching joints
- A spreading rash

The circular rash in this stage may appear anywhere from three to 32 days after being bitten by an infected tick. It is a myth that all infected people develop the rash. The Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services reports that 30 percent of people with Lyme disease develop a rash.

Stage #2 Symptoms:
This stage may take weeks or even months to appear and may bring with it heart block, meningitis, and facial paralysis.

Stage #3 Symptoms:
It may take up to several years for this stage to appear, with arthritis being the most common symptom.

You don't have to wait for the disease to progress into one of the later stages to be diagnosed; it can be identified in stage one through observation of symptoms and blood tests. If you are diagnosed with the disease you'll most likely be given antibiotics.

The best way to avoid being infected is by dressing defensively for ticks: light colored clothing, pant legs tucked inside boots, and long sleeves.

If you want even more assurance of discouraging those tiny terrors from nipping at you, get yourself some insect repellent containing 30 percent Deet. Be aware that some repellents can be irritating to your skin. Rub the repellent on your clothing instead.

If you do happen to find a tick taking a liking to you, don't panic. Most ticks that you'll see are the black wood ticks. They are almost twice as large as a deer tick, and for the most part are harmless. The deer (bear) tick is very small and is an orange-brown color.

What if you do get a tick attached to your skin? Get a tweezer and gently pull the tick away from your skin. Do not break off the head or any mouth parts, for they can still infect you with the bacteria.

The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources has tick identification cards that fit right in your pocket. If you would like a card or more information on Lyme disease, you can write the DNR at: Bureau of Wildlife Management

101 S. Webster Street
Madison, WI 53707

Buck's "power" bait

"Power-grubs," "Chewy-juice" soft baits, crappie candy. Just when you thought that you had everything, tackle companies have figured out another way to spend your money. The way I see it, you can grab your ankles and take it like a man or innovate and find a cheap alternative.

I believe that "Gummy" candy - so popular with today's youth - is just this alternative. The candy Ju-Ju is soft and life-like, packed with flavor, environmentally safe, and stays on the hook.

The candy comes in a variety of animal shapes such as gummy worms, rats, and frogs, as well as a plethora of colors and flavors. It is also cheap. Try a large gummy worm from a tackle shop or on the hook.

It is a hard science case for bowfishing. A bow and arrow can do a certain amount of damage to fish, but can also be helpful, as are a knife and a pair of pliers. Over the upcoming hunting season.

Most ticks that you will encounter are deer ticks. They are black wood ticks. They are for the most part harmless. If you do happen to find a tick on you, don't panic.

If you want even more assurance of discouraging those tiny terrors from nipping at you, get yourself some insect repellent containing 30 percent Deet. Be aware that some repellents can be irritating to your skin. Rub the repellent on your clothing instead.

If you do happen to find a tick taking a liking to you, don't panic. Most ticks that you'll see are the black wood ticks. They are almost twice as large as a deer tick, and for the most part are harmless. The deer (bear) tick is very small and is an orange-brown color.

What if you do get a tick attached to your skin? Get a tweezer and gently pull the tick away from your skin. Do not break off the head or any mouth parts, for they can still infect you with the bacteria.

The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources has tick identification cards that fit right in your pocket. If you would like a card or more information on Lyme disease, you can write the DNR at: Bureau of Wildlife Management

101 S. Webster Street
Madison, WI 53707

University Store Book Buy Back

May 12, 13, 14 9 am to 3 pm
May 15 9 am to Noon
Cash Paid For Used Books

Things to know: If the book will be used again during the following semester, you will usually receive 30% of the publishers list price.

If the book will not be used on our campus but is still a current edition, we will offer you the amount listed in a used book company's buyers guide. We will be buying these books for the used book company.

The buy back percentages used are the normal standards for the used book industry.

We CANNOT buy back lab manuals, workbooks, annual editions, or books checked out from the Textbook Rental Department. Books must be in good condition. All buy backs are at the discretion of the University Store staff.

When shopping for books at the beginning of next semester, check our stack of used books for the greatest savings. The used books purchased now will be resold for 75% of the current publishers list price.
"Many industrial areas have recently made progress in the levels and types of chemicals they use, and the media doesn’t give them credit for the environmental updates they’ve made,” he continued.

Fassbender, who was on the other side of the media debate, presented the administratively side of the issue. "Our mission is sound public policy,” he said, "and many bills are developed hand in hand with environmental groups."

"Don’t make us (businessmen) the issue," advised Fassbender, as he claimed that the media misplaces their emphasis on industry people and legislators, rather than the actual issues. "Sometimes we lose sight of the ball," he said, "these are very important, complicated issues and we must stay focused."

According to Fassbender, there are requirements of patience and persistence in dealing with environmental issues. "If you’re going to report on bills (dealing with the environment), you’ll need to understand the legislative process. To get something pasted in the legislature, there’s a lot of compromises to make along the way."

Carl Zichella of the Sierra Club referred to environmental reporters and journalists as a voice. "We (environmental leaders) have a very profound responsibility to get information out to the media."

"Environment has never been more mainstream," claimed Zichella, "there are a lot of simple, elegant solutions; it’s much cheaper to prevent pollution than eliminate it once it’s there."

"The media has done a good job of shining the light on the fact that we (U.S.) can’t duck our responsibility anymore," said Zichella on national media matters. The program, hosted by Dr. Christine Thomas of the Natural Resources Department, was jointly sponsored by the Central Wisconsin Press Club, the UWSP College of Natural Resources, and the UW-Cooperative Extension Service.

---

School Colors.

In the years ahead, what kind of memories will you have when you see your school colors?

To choose the Wisconsin Army National Guard, some of your best memories will probably be in different shades of green.

There was the green you earned to help pay for college by serving in the Army National Guard. The 50% tuition grant. More than $6,000 through the Montgomery G.I. Bill. And up to $30,000 in the Student Loan Repayment Program.

Then there was the green you wore as you maneuvered helicopters and speeding M-1 tanks. The green that bid you from the service in rugged terrain. And the green that represented your friends, even about the skills you were learning — in computers, electronics, communications and other technical fields.

All it took out of your college life was about two days, a month and two weeks each year. But it was a one-of-a-kind, unforgettable experience — and a lot of colorful memories.

Put Army National Guard in your college plans. Call Staff Sgt. Dennis Frenzel (715) 341-3203 Americans at their best.

---

A Graduation Gift

$500 Towards The Purchase or Lease of Any New Ford Car or Truck

For The Graduate: $500 Cash, Plus Pre-Approved Credit From Ford Credit!

For the graduate with a bachelor’s or advanced degree if you take new retail delivery between April 1, 1992 and December 31, 1992.

Your local Ford Dealer will arrange $500 cash back from Ford Motor Company and pre-approved financing from Ford Credit. For those who purchase an eligible vehicle during the program period you can use cash towards the purchase or lease, or you can take it as cash. College program benefits are over and above consumer incentives except other Ford Private offers (e.g. First Time Buyers Program). To qualify for pre-approved credit, you must have verifiable employment beginning within 120 days of vehicle purchase. Your salary must be sufficient to cover living expenses as well as a car payment. A prior credit history isn’t necessary, but if you have one it has to be satisfactory to Ford Credit.

Get Big Savings on Every New 1991/1992 Ford Car or Truck!

See Your Hometown Quality Plus Ford Dealer
Walking works for healthy lifestyle

Many of those among us who have sought professional advice when embarking on an aerobic exercise program have been informed of the guidelines established by the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM). The ACSM has developed guidelines relating to the frequency, intensity and duration of exercise needed to produce an increase in cardiorespiratory fitness (or an increase in the body’s ability to utilize oxygen.) Until recently cardiovascular “fitness” was regarded by many to have the same meaning as cardiovascular “health.”

Therefore if an individual began an exercise program with the intent to reduce their susceptibility of certain risk factors (elevated blood pressure, elevated cholesterol levels, etc.) rather than to increase their cardiovascular fitness, they would have likely been instructed to follow the ACSM guidelines. However, recent studies have shown an increased level of fitness may not be necessary to favorable modify specific cardiovascular risk factors such as blood cholesterol.

One such study that helps to illustrate this point was recently published in the Journal of the American Medical Association by John Duncan PhD. Duncan randomly allocated female subjects who had not been exercising for at least 6 months into one of four groups. Consisting of a control group which performed no exercise for the duration of the study, a stroller group which walked at 4.8 km/h, a brisk walking group which walked at 6.4 km/h and an aerobic walking group which walked at 8.0 km/h. The subjects participated in their respective groups 5 days a week for 24 weeks.

At the end of the study experimenters observed that the fitness levels of the participants rose in a direct relationship with the intensity of their walking programs. That is, the women in the groups that walked at a faster pace were more fit than those who walked at a slower pace.

This, however, did not hold true for changes in cholesterol levels. While LDL-Cholesterol (the bad cholesterol) was largely unchanged in any of the exercise groups, the HDL-Cholesterol (the good cholesterol) level of all 3 walking groups rose to similar levels.

Thus, this study is the first to show that within a group of healthy women the rise in HDL Cholesterol, unlike the rise in fitness, is not related to intensity of exercise.

So, what do these results mean for you and I? Well, if you have been avoiding the start of an exercise program because you felt the intensity at which you would have to work in order to obtain any benefit was just too high or bother, you may want to change your mind.

You need not be a marathon runner to gain a benefit from aerobic exercise. In fact a 1989 study published in JAMA suggests that women who regularly participate in physical activity, even at low levels, may experience lower mortality rates compared to those who do not participate in physical activity.

By Bridget Bussler

Polish student presents European fashions

European fashion designer Monika Poplawska will be showing her 1992 collection Monday, May 4 in the U.C. Encore. “Haute Couture” will feature the latest designs by Poplawska, a student from Warsaw, Poland. Poplawska came to UWSP to learn English and will study Apparel Design at the Chicago Art Institute next year.

The show will spotlight original pieces including a full line of winter coats, leather-ware, silks, and denims. The May 4 show begins at 8:00 p.m. in the Encore. Admission is free. All are welcome. The event is being sponsored by Merchandise Management Club with special help from Poplawska’s assistant, Sarah Moore.
FOR SALE

For Sale: Greyhound Bus Ticket on E Way. Must sell by May 15, 1992. Stevens Point, to Milwaukee to Cleveland to Silver Spring, MD-Washington DC. Call Lysa at X2875 or best offer.

For Sale: Queen size water bed, semi-waless mattress, 6 drawer pedestal, etched headboard, padded sidetables. Must see. Asking $140 or BO. Ask for Tim at 345-1450. Must sell.

Don’t Miss It! For Sale: 2 tickets for Eric Clapton’s sold out Milwaukee show-Main floor seating—Call Liz 341-3869.

For Sale: Size 6 Black Leather Mini-skirt. Excellent condition. $35 or best offer. Call Claudia at X3560.


For Sale: Queen size water bed, semi-waless mattress, 6 drawer pedestal, etched headboard, padded sidetables. Must see. Asking $140 or BO. Ask for Tim at 345-1450. Must sell.

Don’t Miss It! For Sale: 2 tickets for Eric Clapton’s sold out Milwaukee show-Main floor seating—Call Liz 341-3869.

For Sale: Size 6 Black Leather Mini-skirt. Excellent condition. $35 or best offer. Call Claudia at X3560.


17" canoe $290, 12' lightweight fiberglass boat $200. Outboard $140, 14'x7' Trailer $375. 35 MM camera $75. Call 344-1441.

SUMMER HOUSING

Single rooms, across the street from campus, rent is for full summer & includes furnishings & utilities.

Call 341-2865

Summer Housing

Nicely furnished apartments and homes. Well maintained and managed. Private bedrooms, serving university students 21 years and Betty Koger 344-2999

WANTED

Wanted: Sublessee from January to August 1993. 3 Blocks from campus. Large, comfortable, near 1-bedroom apartment. Laundry and free parking available. Great for a couple or 1 person. Call Kristine at 345-7209.

Summer Female

1908 College, decorated, furnished, well maintained, many extras $325/person for a single room. We pay heat and electric. Call Rich or Carolyn Sommer at 341-3158

WANTED

Wanted: Sublessee from January to August 1993. 3 Blocks from campus. Large, comfortable, near 1-bedroom apartment. Laundry and free parking available. Great for a couple or 1 person. Call Kristine at 345-7209.

Summer Female

1908 College, decorated, furnished, well maintained, many extras $325/person for a single room. We pay heat and electric. Call Rich or Carolyn Sommer at 341-3158

\[ \text{For Further Information Please Contact} \]
\[ \text{the Campus Activities Office at 346-4343!!!} \]
Wanted: 2 roommates to share 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment for '92 school year. $160 ea. m.o. Heat and Water included. For more info call Micah at 345-1164.

Wanted: 2 females needed to share one charming house. One judge double available, the Good location and parking available. A must see! Give us a call 344-7193.


Daily S. -You're a fantastic person. I feel very fortunate to have known you and to have worked with you. Buck up little camper and keep smiling.

Jennifer-If I knew it was your B-Day I'd have Baked a cake! Toniee beware of Little Black Sambo and remember, you could have been named Sarah! Thanks for all you've done for me. I love you.-Decker.

For Goosy: Here comes a car...stand in front of "me" please! So sorry about the whip lash at Taco Bell, but I owed you for getting my bat on fire with your cigar.

Sara, You were so sexy Sunday. Lets hope Thursday is the same way. Good luck on the presentation-Mike.

Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday dear Jeanine (you drunken-teddy bear carrying, bloody mary-drinking, future neighbor with the leakage problem), Happy Birthday to you.-LITTLE RICKY

Hey! Neighbor Boy! Be thankful the champagne and Alabama slammers made you remember only vague images. When is the last time you had a glass window shatter next to you? Or how about getting a visit from Point's finest at Jam. Saturday will be a repeat. Stay cool. Your Bad Influence.


PERSONALS

Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday dear Jeanine (you drunken-teddy bear carrying, bloody mary-drinking, future neighbor with the leakage problem), Happy Birthday to you.-LITTLE RICKY

Hot Fish Shop- accepting applications for following positions: Bartender, wait staff, bus persons, cooks, and dishwashers. Will accommodate summer schedule. Apply in person 1-4pm Mon.-Fri 1140 Clark St, 344-4252

SKI AND WORK IN COLORADO NEXT YEAR
Crested Butte Mountain Resort is coming to do recruiting for our student employee program. $500 scholarship, $5/hr., a free UNLIMITED ski pass, housing... and MUCH more! Various positions are available. For more information please attend our informational presentation held at 6:00pm on Thursday, May 7th in UC Green Room or contact our sponsor at Student Employment 346-2174.

Free Cable TV with Summer Lease 2 bedroom, 2 bath with outdoor pool and 2 air conditioning Call Now! 341-2120

RESUMES

ROOMMATE LIST available Male or Female for Fall and Summer 2 bedroom, 2 bath Call Gary 341-2121

Hot Fish Shop- accepting applications for following positions: Bartender, wait staff, bus persons, cooks, and dishwashers. Will accommodate summer schedule. Apply in person 1-4pm Mon.-Fri 1140 Clark St, 344-4252

Over $6 million dollars in FINANCIAL AID not used in 1991. We can supply you with over 26 sources. Call 715-488-3208 or write to Beneficial Services, 3105 Phascat Avenue Wausau, WI 54401 for an application

CLASSEY CARDS

and Gifts from Recycled Paper Products, Inc. Available at:

Anchor Apartments

Houses, duplexes and apartments located very close to campus. Fall and Summer openings. Featuring single rooms Spacious units. Energy efficient. Laundry and Parking facilities. Professional management. Call 341-7287 or 341-6079

CASHiers, Postal and Gift and Novelties staff of the University Store: Thank you for all your good work. Enjoy your summer. Good luck to our graduates. Marie

Thanks to all our friends, especially The Campus Greens, RHA, The Health Center, The Pointer. Dr. Stephen Getinger, Dr. Doug Henderson, The University Center, SGA, Baldwin, Pray/Sims, Steinr, WWSP, The Women's Resource Center, and all the individuals. We could not have done without you! UWSP 106 Society

341-2120

Happy Birthday to you. Happy Birthday dear Jeanine (you drunken-teddy bear carrying, bloody mary-drinking, future neighbor with the leakage problem), Happy Birthday to you.-LITTLE RICKY
First in class.

SUPER SAVER
$3.99
1 Small Pepperoni*
* We will gladly substitute your favorite topping for pepperoni.

FOR SAFE, FREE DELIVERY
CALL
345-0901

MEDIUM ORIGINAL STYLE
$4.99
1 Medium Pepperoni*
* We will gladly substitute your favorite topping for pepperoni.

PAN STUFFER PIZZA
ONLY $5.99
Our new crust is crisp and crunchy on the outside and light and airy on the inside. Try our NEW PAN STUFFER* PIZZA loaded with extra cheese and pepperoni for ONLY $5.99.

LARGE PEPPERONI* PIZZA
$6.99
2nd PIZZA ONLY $5.00 MORE
* We will gladly substitute your favorite topping for pepperoni.

HAND TOSSED 2 TOPPER
$5.99
1 Medium 2 Topper
Get a medium original style pizza with cheese & your choice of 2 toppings for only $5.99.

RECYCLE ME!!!